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Wading into the cloth diapering world is dizzying. There are so many different kinds, each with their own upsides,
drawbacks, passionate adherents and frowning naysayers. So we’re not going to even try to advise you on what
type to buy (we love BabyCenter’s cloth diapering primer and Kelly’s Closet’s Cloth Diapers 101 to cut through the
chaos a little).

What we can tell you is that cloth diapering has never been more popular, and shopping for cloth diapers sure is a
lot more interesting than grabbing the next size up of Pampers — disposable diapers have nothing on the cuteness
of cloth.

Sunflowerbaby’s Stay Dry cloth diaper in its Cute Strawberries print is a cloth diapering mom’s Kryptonite, $13-$26

BabyCenter’s vibrant cloth diapering boards buzz all day with questions, comments and reviews of various diaper
products and systems. If you have specific needs or questions, these parents will fix you right up. In the meantime,
here’s a little tour through 9 adorable, unique, and affordable cloth diapers and diaper covers frequently mentioned
on BabyCenter’s cloth diaper boards.
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It’s a cinch: Foolproof baby gear
even tired moms can’t bungle

BabyCenter
Staff

August 3, 2015
10:16 am
0 Comments

Taking care of infants and toddlers is hard
enough without gear that works against you:
Strollers with frustrating folds, car seats with
straps that get twisted and caught, baby
carriers with a multitude of confusing
buckles. But parents have one big, fat
weapon against the tyranny of hard-to-use
gear: word of mouth. They tell their!
Read more »
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1. Flip Diapers: Currently super-hot on the diaper market, Flip is a “hybrid” diaper system from the
same designer behind cloth diaper giant bumGenius. The waterproof diaper covers take three
different types of inserts: disposable, organic cotton and absorbent stay-dry microfiber. Moms like
the versatility — and the fact that the waterproof diaper covers on top come in crazy cute patterns.
Clockwise from left: Picadilly Circus, Carroll, Audrey, Top Hat; covers are $15-$17 each.
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magenta — Asking if my husband is the

father or if I know who the father is. And this
has happened in front of the …

“The baby is enough” and other dumb
things people say about push presents
53 comments • 2 days ago

Bellever — Nope, it's 9. 40 weeks is not 10

months. February is the only month that is
actually 4 weeks long. If we considered …

My house is a death trap for a 2 year old!
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Danny's Momma — I didn't baby proof much

for my son, and he did just fine. He learned
what he could and could not …

Picky eating could be a sign of something
even more serious
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Jules — I think you have to keep in mind that

this is about the whole child, not just about
mealtimes. There are days when …
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Abigail Tily • 6 days ago

Just another thing. Alot of people buy these systems then only use a few times. Try buying
used I got a whole set with 4 sizes for $40 dollars most in packages. Never opened.

• Reply •

David B • 5 days ago

When you go to wash those cloth diapers it's best to pre-rinse them using a Diaper
Sprayer or Hand Held Bidet Sprayer. You can also save money on Toilet Paper by using the
Hand Sprayer for it's original purpose which is to clean you.
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